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Abstract

Systems-on-Chips rely on the correct functioning of the communication be-
tween their components. As these systems grow more complex, so do the
underlying communication networks. Simulating a network does not guar-
antee the entire state-space is explored, therefore formal verification meth-
ods should be used to ensure correctness of these Networks-on-Chips. This
thesis uses the MaDL modelling language to model and verify liveness of net-
works. Although MaDL is a useful tool for the verification of networks, it
lacks the capability to completely model and analyse ring networks. There-
fore, MaDL is extended with a new primitive and a ring detection algorithm
that cooperate to generate additional network invariants specifically for ring
networks. These extensions are used in two case studies to model and ver-
ify network architecture proposals from literature. The analysed networks
are TornadoNoC [10] and LIGERO [1]. In both case studies, the process
of formally modelling these architectures reveals ambiguity in the original
proposal papers. Both architectures turn out to contain deadlocks when
modelling as close to their original proposal as possible. The results show
formal modelling is a useful tool to eliminate ambiguity, but still requires
improvement to allow it to scale to larger networks. The extensions to
MaDL prove to be useful when modelling certain networks, but can still be
improved to allow verification of a wider range of different networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As Moore’s law continues to hold true, microchips are becoming more and
more complex. The large numbers of transistors allow for more processing
cores on a chip, leading to the System-on-Chip paradigm. The growing num-
ber of processing units produces more data than traditional communication
busses can handle. To deal with this large amount of data, Networks-on-
Chip [2] have been proposed. These networks allow for a more efficient
transfer of data between the cores of a chip. A variety of possible architec-
tures for these networks have been proposed such as NoC [9] or QNoC [3] and
more recently TornadoNoc [10], LIGERO [1] or SDNoC [12]. Each of these
network architectures aims to improve the quality of the systems on chips
regarding properties such as latency, power usage, flexibility or physical area
required.

One trend that has gained popularity lately is the addition of ring struc-
tures to networks [1] [10] [12]. Allowing data to travel in a circular path (also
referred to as a ring) gives traffic the option to move past an unavailable
path in the network and try it again after a lap over the ring was completed.
This technique aims to keep data moving through the network, avoiding or
reducing situations where one unavailable part of the network can slow down
all traffic moving over it. If traffic can keep circulating it can move past the
congestion to reach its destination with only limited increase in latency.

As a consequence of relying on non-trivial networks, the quality of the net-
work has serious impact on the system as a whole. To ensure quality, net-
works on chips should be thoroughly analysed. This analysis is commonly
done using simulation techniques. The issue with testing by simulation is
that it is hard to cover all edge cases and hard-to-reach states in the system.
Formal analysis provides a method that does explicitly consider all states
in the system, by performing purely analytical inspection of the network’s
structure. The goal of this rigorous mathematical inspection is to establish
a notion of ’correctness’ of the network, unrelated to the actual performance
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or scenarios that might happen in operation. Formal verification techniques
aim to detect any possible issues with the network, even if these are so rare
they might never occur during years of regular operation. This means that
passing formal analysis in theory ensures a correct network, assuming the
analysed model accurately describes the resulting hardware.

The formal analysis method used in this thesis is MaDL [15], a mod-
elling language and formal analysis tool that can verify liveness properties
of networks.

One of the main benefits of distributed systems is that they can easily
be scaled up. The downside of this is that this exponentially increases the
state space of the system. This makes formal verification that considers all
states also exponentially harder. By ignoring state transitions and abstract-
ing to only existence of deadlocked states, MaDL is able to reduce the time
required for verification significantly. This allows verification that scales a
lot better as the subject systems grow. However, as a requirement for this
the abstraction should be expressive enough to capture the systems it is
analysing. MaDL is currently not expressive enough to model ring networks
as described above, but we would still like to analyse them.

The objective of this thesis is to extend MaDL so it can correctly anal-
yse ring networks. This extension should allow MaDL to model and analyse
arbitrary ring networks and their properties. To accomplish this, MaDL
should be able to correctly identify rings in the network and use their prop-
erties to verify liveness of the entire network.

The contributions of this thesis are:

1. The addition of a new GuardQueue primitive to the MaDL language.

2. An algorithm to automatically detect rings in networks.

3. Generation of invariants based on found ring structures. Invariant
generation uses both the rings found by the ring detection algorithm
and the new GuardQueue primitive.

4. An algorithm for the detection of possible livelocks as a result of cir-
cular structure in the network.

5. Two case studies in which the additions to MaDL are used. From
the case studies it becomes clear that without formal specification of
these networks there will always be room for interpretation. A formal
model of both case studies are given, exactly specifying the behaviour
of the network. In both case studies following the natural language
description as close as possible leads to a deadlock.

The organisation of this document is as follows: The background chapter
discusses networks-on-chip, liveness properties and gives an introduction to
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MaDL. The extension chapter discusses the different extensions added to
MaDL: the GuardQueue, rings and livelock detection. This section also dis-
cusses the scalability of MaDL and its new extensions. The next two chapters
discuss the two case studies done. The first case study is the TornadoNoC
architecture [10]. The second case study is the Ligero architecture [1]. The
final two chapters are a general discussion and the conclusion & future work
chapter.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Network-on-Chip architectures

In the context of Systems-on-Chips (SoC), a chip can contain multiple com-
ponents operating in parallel. The communication between these compo-
nents is an important factor in the quality of these systems in terms of
performance, reliability and power consumption. This communication takes
place on a network underlying the system, referred to as Networks-on-Chips
(NoC) [2]. These communication networks are very similar to networks as
found in high-performance computing, but directly embedded in the hard-
ware of a single chip.

There is a large number of proposed architectures for networks on chip,
and new architectures continue being developed. The first of two architec-
tures inspected in this paper is TornadoNoC [10] developed by the Georgia
Institute of Technology in combination with the University of Cyprus and
the Daegu University in South Korea. The other architecture is the Ligero
architecture [1] developed at the University of Cantabria. These networks
are laid out in rings or toruses so that traffic can travel in a circular path
around the network. If one of the endpoints of the network is busy, instead
of temporarily blocking all traffic flowing through it, that traffic can now
keep flowing along a circular path allowing other traffic to move past the
occupied endpoint. This should decrease the latency in the network.

From the literature it is clear that simulation is the primary method
for analysis of architecture proposals. The downside to simulation is that
it is hard to cover all the possible situations in the network, especially for
larger networks where the state space grows exponentially. It is not guar-
anteed edge cases occur in the simulation. A more formal approach such as
bounded model checking does explicitly inspect every possible execution of
the network. This has the advantage that all edge cases are guaranteed to
be explored (given enough time). The downside of this however is the ex-
ponentially growing complexity of the network and its data. Conventional
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model checking methods are not able to deal with these extremely large
state spaces. This means more efficient modelling and analysis methods are
needed.

2.2 Deadlock, livelock, starvation

The terms deadlock, livelock and starvation are most commonly used when
analysing concurrent programs. Talking about networks these terms have
slightly different meaning. First, it is useful to introduce the notions of
’initiator-ready’ (irdy) and ’target-ready’ (trdy) for directed network chan-
nels, as proposed by Gotmanov and Chatterjee [8]. When a channel is irdy,
the component at the sending end of the channel (the initiator) is ready to
send some data over the channel. If a channel is trdy, the component at
the receiving end of the channel (the target) is ready to receive data. Data
transfer happens once a channel is both irdy and trdy. Simply put, once
both ends of a channel are ready, a data element is transferred from the
sending to the receiving end.

2.2.1 Deadlock

A channel in a network can be considered ’live’, if after becoming irdy it
eventually becomes trdy, so it can send its data. Expressed in Linear Tem-
poral Logic (LTL) [11] this can be expressed for channel u as Live(u) =
G(u.irdy =⇒ Fu.trdy). A channel is considered dead when it is not
live. This means some situation occurs where the channel is irdy, but
will never become trdy. Expressed in LTL this property can be denoted
as Dead(u) = F(u.irdy ∧ G¬u.trdy). A dead channel indicates part of a
network will never be reachable from that point in time. A network is con-
sidered deadlocked if one of the source channels is dead, so traffic trying to
enter the network will never be able to.

2.2.2 Livelock

A livelock is a situation similar to a deadlock, where some data never reaches
its destination. However, in the case of a livelock there are no dead channels.
This means data can continue moving through the network, but will never
reach its destination.

2.2.3 Starvation

Starvation is a situation where a channel has to wait indefinitely until it can
transfer data. The difference with deadlock is that in a starvation situation
there is a possibility the channel will eventually become available. This
means that in a starvation scenario it is not known if G(¬u.trdy), but the
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time the channel has to wait to become trdy might be indefinitely long.
Starvation is closely related to arbiters in the network. If an arbiter is fair
and gives each channel equal opportunities, starvation cannot occur [14] [13].

2.3 MaDL

This work uses the Microarchitectural Description Language [15], abbrevi-
ated to MaDL, to model network architectures. MaDL is an extension of
ideas introcuded by the xMAS [8] modelling language by Intel. Only the
network layer of communicating systems is considered in these models. The
goal of a formal model is to allow automatic analysis and verification of
systems. MaDL implements analysis of multiple network features such as
combinatorial cycles or invariants, but its main goal is detection of deadlocks
in a network.

The behaviour of components in a MaDL network is captured as formu-
las describing for each input port the trdy and blocking equation, and for
each output port its irdy, idle equation and data type being transferred. A
simple example is the primitive Queue q with input i and output o. This
primitive can be described in the following formulas:

i.trdy = ¬Full(q)
o.irdy = ¬Empty(q)
o.data = q.head

For verification we define two more equations, block and idle. The block
equation describes the situation where an input channel i is permanently
blocked (FG¬i.trdy) for some colour c. The idle equation describes the situ-
ation where an output channel o is permanently idle (FG¬o.irdy) for colour
c.

The input channel of a queue is permanently blocked for any color c if
the queue is full and the color that is at the head of the queue is blocked on
the output channel:
block(i, c) = Full(q) ∧ block(o, q.head)

The output channel of a queue is permanently idle for some color either
if the input channel is permanently idle for that color, or if there is a differ-
ent color blocked at the head of the queue:
idle(o, c) = idle(i, c) ∨ (q.head 6= c ∧ block(o, q.head))

MaDL extends xMAS in multiple areas: It allows the use of different types
of data in the network and includes an algorithm to generate models for
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bounded model checking [16] [17]. MaDL also includes several additional
primitives, such as load balancers or match primitives.

2.3.1 MaDL Primitives

A MaDL network N = (C,X) consists of a set of components C and a set
of channels X. Each component has a number of incoming and outgoing
ports. A complete network model connects all free component ports to ports
of other components using channels. The basic MaDL primitives and their
graphical notation as show in Figure 2.1 are introduced below.

Figure 2.1: The basic MaDL primitives.

Queue – The queue serves as temporary buffer for data elements flowing
through the network, it has one input and one output port. Data flows in
and out of a queue in a first-in-first-out manner.
Function – The function primitive has one input and one output chan-
nel. It transforms the incoming data from i using a specified transformation
function φ, so that o.data = φ(i.data).
Source – Sources can be used to model entry points to the network. Each
source has specified data type, of which it non-deterministically injects ele-
ments into the network. Sources are assumed to be fair. This means they
will eventually send data, or expressed in LTL GF s.irdy.
Sink – Sinks serve as the counterparts of sources in the network. They con-
sume data to model data leaving the network. Sinks are also assumed fair,
but they only have input and no output. This means that fairness for a sink
expresses that it always eventually can receive a data element. Expressed
in LTL this is GF s.trdy.
Fork – A fork takes any incoming elements on its i input and duplicates
that message to all of its output ports.
Join – The join primitive waits for elements on all of its input ports. Once
all inputs have data, i.e. they are irdy, the join consumes all data and sends
the data on the first of its input ports to the output port.
Switch – Routing logic can be implemented using switches. Each switch
has one input i and some outputs o0, ..., on that each have some predicate
sj associated with them. Incoming data is redirected to exactly one of the
output ports. This output port is the port ok such that sk(i.data) is true.
For every possible input data element, exactly one predicate is required to
be true.
Merge – The merge primitive merges incoming traffic on its input ports to
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its output port. It does this using an arbiter that selects one of the irdy
input channels. Once this input channel is selected by the arbiter, its data
is sent over the output channel. This arbiter can only select one input at a
time, and is persistent such that once an input is selected, the arbiter can-
not change until the data from that input channel was transferred over the
output channel. In addition to the assumption the arbiter is persistent, it is
assumed to be fair. This fairness states each output channel will eventually
be selected, or the time until a certain output channel is selected is never
infinitely long.
Load balancer – The load balancer primitive has one input channel and
multiple outputs o0, ..., on. Its arbiter will non-deterministically choose one
of the available output channels (oj .trdy) and route incoming traffic over
that output port.

Translating MaDL to SMT

A MaDL network N = (C,X) is complete if all input and output ports of
components in C are connected to the ports of some other components with
exactly one channel in X. The blocking equations of each primitive can
then be instantiated using the equations of the connected primitives. This
results in an equation system describing the behaviour of the system. It
is then straightforward to output this equation system as a SAT problem,
which can be solved by a SMT solver like z3 [6]. In addition to the equation
system describing the network, MaDL will generate some extra invariants
based on the characteristics of the network’s primitives to restrict the num-
ber of possible deadlock states, thus speeding up the process.
This SAT problem is executed for each source s in the network, trying to
satisfy the behaviour of the entire system in conjunction with Block(s, cs).
If a satisfying assignment of all variables can be found, this indicates the
existence of a possible deadlock situation in the system. This method is an
over-approximation. Due to the fact MaDL abstracts away from runtime
behaviour, it is possible the found deadlock is not actually reachable when
executing normally. If the equation system is found unsatisfiable however,
this proves no deadlock is possible in the system.

Modern SMT solvers are extremely efficient at solving satisfiability prob-
lems. This allows us to find deadlocks extremely fast compared to model
checking or simulation. This lets MaDL scale to much larger networks than
other methods can deal with.

In the case a deadlock is found in the SMT problem, the MaDL network
can also be instantiated to a NuXmv [4] model. NuXmv can then run tra-
ditional model checking to verify if the deadlock is actually reachable. This
process is much slower, and ideally the over-approximation can be kept as
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small as possible such that certain unreachable deadlocks cannot be found
in the SAT problem either.

Example

Figure 2.2: An example network

Consider the network shown in Figure 2.2. The SMT problem is to find a
state where the source is permanently blocked on any of its data colours Da,
so block(a,Da).

The definition of the fork abc gives us the following equations:
(D∗ denotes any data color)
block(a,D) = block(b,D) ∨ block(c,D)
idle(b,D) = idle(a,D) ∨ block(c,D∗)
idle(c,D) = idle(a,D) ∨ block(b,D∗)

The definition of queues bd and ce give the following equations:
(Dx denotes any color on channel x)
0 ≤ bd ≤ 2
0 ≤ ce ≤ 2
block(b,D) = bd == 2 ∧ block(d,Dd)
idle(d,D) = bd == 0 ∧ idle(b,D)
block(c,D) = ce == 2 ∧ block(e,De)
idle(e,D) = ce == 0 ∧ idle(c,D)

The final primitive, join def adds the following equations:
block(d,D) = block(f,D) ∨ idle(e,D∗)
block(e,D) = block(f,D) ∨ idle(d,D∗)

The sink and source are fair so they add the following equations:
idle(a,D) = false
block(f,D) = false

The SMT solver now takes this complete equation system and tries to find
an assignment of each variable such that block(a) is true. In this case, this
assignment can be found: block(a,Da) = true, block(b,Da) = true, bd = 2,
block(d,Dd) = true, idle(e) = true, ce = 0, idle(c) = true. It can easily
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be checked this is indeed valid by substituting the values into the equation
system. This assignment indicates a deadlock has been found.

However, in this case no deadlock should be possible. We know that the
number of transfers on a, b, c is equal, and also the number of transfers on
d, e, f is equal. We can define the number of packets in the queues as a
function of the number of transfers of their channels, bd = #b − #d and
ce = #c − #e. Since we know #a = #b = #c from the definition of a
fork, and #d = #e = #f from the definition of a join, we can conclude
bd = #b − #d = #c − #e = ce. Therefore the invariant bd = ce can be
added to the equation system. With this invariant no deadlocks are possible
any more, and the system is proved deadlock free. MaDL automatically
calculates and adds these invariants.
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Chapter 3

MaDL Extensions

When modelling the case studies discussed later in this thesis, the basic ver-
sion of MaDL is not expressive enough to deal with some of the constraints
and mechanisms used. To deal with these extra requirements several exten-
sions are introduced to MaDL, aiming to increase its modelling power. The
first two extensions serve to generate extra invariants for ring systems. As a
third addition a livelock detection method is proposed as a result of insights
from the first two extensions.

3.1 GuardQueue Primitive

3.1.1 Problem description

Once all queues in a circular part of a network (a ring) fill up they will
form a circular dependency for moving data elements. This creates a type
of gridlock where every queue is waiting for the next queue to lose a data
element before being able to send an element. Due to the circular nature
of the network this can never happen. This can mean the traffic in the ring
will not be able to move ever again, thus being deadlocked.

An example of this situation can be found in Figure 3.1 where the 2
packets in R0 have to move to the buffer of R1 to get to their destination
R2, the packets in R1 have to move through R2 to get to R0, and the pack-
ets in R2 have to move through R0 to get to R1. Since all queues are full,
packets can never move and thus the system is deadlocked.

Figure 3.1: A deadlock caused by a full ring.
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To avoid this situation most proposed ring architectures will add constraints
like ’Traffic will only be injected into the ring if this buffer is empty.’. Unfor-
tunately these proposals fail to explicitly specify the exact implementations
of these constraints. Therefore, a new primitive is introduced to MaDL to
model these constraints, and its exact mathematical behaviour is described.

3.1.2 GuardQueue definition

Figure 3.2: The GuardQueue primitive.

The GuardQueue primitive has two incoming channels and one outgoing
channel. One of the in-channels, ib, leads to an internal buffer from which
the primitive gets its name. The other input, ig, is merged with the output of
the internal queue. An arbiter, sel, ensures persistency by dictating which
of the input channels is ’active’. A persistent arbiter can not change its
selection until a transfer has occurred on the selected channel. The arbiter
is only allowed to select one channel at a time, and is only allowed to select
ig if the internal buffer is empty. This means that if the ib channel is in a
ring, injection onto that ring through ig ensures there are some places free
in the ring, namely at least the places in this GuardQueue’s buffer must be
open.

Figure 3.3: A possible deadlock using GuardQueues without o.trdy require-
ment for ig.trdy. Each GuardQueue arbiter has selected ig.

This definition seems fine at first glance, but it turns out this can result in
deadlock situations in the scenario shown in Figure 3.3 where the arbiter
selects ig while the output is not trdy. This means the data will have to
wait on ig until the output is able to transfer data. Meanwhile, no data is
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allowed to enter the internal queue on ib because that would violate the ’only
insert if internal buffer is empty’ constraint. If this happens in a circular
network, a deadlock could appear where there is a cyclic wait until one part
of the network can get rid of a data element, similar to queues. If that is
not possible the system is deadlocked. To remedy this, the arbiter is only
allowed to select ig if not only the internal buffer is empty, but also the
output channel is trdy.

Taking all these concerns into account, we can define the primitive’s
equations:

Let ib be the incoming channel for the internal buffer and ig the guarded
in-channel. o is the output and gq is the internal buffer.
Channel ib is trdy when the internal queue is not full (so the queue is trdy)
and the arbiter has selected 0. Channel ig is trdy when the internal queue
is empty, the output is trdy and arbiter has selected 1:

ib.trdy = !Full(gq) ∧ sel == 0
ig.trdy = o.trdy ∧ Empty(gq) ∧ sel == 1

The output channel o is irdy in two cases. The first case is when the arbiter
selects ib (sel = 0) and there is something to send, i.e. the internal queue
is not empty (internal queue is irdy). The second case is when the arbiter
selects ig (sel = 1) and injection channel ig is irdy. The fact the arbiter
selected ig also implies the internal queue is empty. This results in the fol-
lowing equation:

o.irdy = (!Empty(gq) ∧ sel == 0) ∨ (Empty(gq) ∧ ig.irdy ∧ sel == 1)

The data of the output channel is simply a function of the arbiter value.
If the arbiter is 0 the data comes from the internal queue, otherwise the
data is the data on the injection channel:

o.data = if sel == 0 then gq.head else ig.data

The ib channel is permanently blocked for colour c when the internal queue
is full and the output is permanently blocked on its head:

block(ib, c) = Full(gq) ∧ block(o, gq.head)

The injection channel ig is permanently blocked for colour c when the out-
put is permanently blocked on its colour, because of the o.trdy requirement
in the channel’s trdy equation, or when the arbiter selects 0 and the internal
queue is full and permanently blocked. The last reason the injection chan-
nel could permanently be blocked is the scenario where the queue is never
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empty during execution. This would never allow the arbiter to choose the
injection channel, thus permanently blocking it.

block(ig, c) = block(o, c) ∨ (sel == 0 ∧ Full(gq) ∧ block(o, gq.head))
∨never empty(gq)

The output can be considered idle for colour c in three cases. In the first case
both inputs are idle on the colour. Alternatively, there could be a different
colour permanently blocked. The last case where the colour comes in over
the injection channel and is idle on ib. In this case if the internal queue is
never empty, the injection channel will never be selected by the arbiter. In
this case the output is idle on all colours that travel over the injection input
and not over the buffer input.

idle(o, c) = (idle(ib, c) ∧ idle(ig, c)) ∨ (idle(ib, c) ∧ never empty(gq))
∨∃c′ c′ ∩ c = ∅ ∧ block(o, c′)

3.1.3 Runtime properties

The observant reader will have noticed that some of the equations in the
previous section contain the clause never empty(gq) expressing the queue
is never empty, in LTL this would be expressed as FG!Empty(gq). This is
effectively a starvation scenario, which MaDL can currently not check. For
now it is assumed that this property is ensured (and proved) by the network
architect.

3.2 Rings

3.2.1 Problem description

Networks that use a notion of rings will commonly use these rings to define
properties of the network. One property commonly defined is the require-
ment the ring is never completely full. This allows traffic in the ring to
always keep moving around this ring, thus preventing a deadlock.
Since MaDL abstracts away from the system’s behaviour, even with a prim-
itive like the GuardQueue that forces some queues to be empty at runtime,
the completely-full deadlock will still be found.

The power of MaDL is the SMT method, so the notion of rings should
somehow be encoded in a way that is useful to the SMT solver, even with-
out knowing the actual behavior of the system. The method to do this is
invariant generation. The first step in this process is to detect rings in the
MaDL network. The next step is to derive invariants based on the structure
of the ring. Since invariants will invariantly hold, they will also be true in
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any possible deadlocked state. This means these invariants can be used to
limit the number of unreachable deadlocks found by simply adding these
constraints to the SMT problem.

This leads to several questions: How are rings defined? How can they
be detected in MaDL models, and lastly how can invariants be derived form
these rings?

3.2.2 Ring definition

A ring R in network N = (C,X) can be defined as a tuple R = (D,N, I,O)
consisting of:
D: the set of data colours in the ring.
N : the set of channels in the ring.
I: a set of channels denoting channels injecting new data in the ring.
O: a set of channels over which data leaves the ring.

The sets N , I and O are all subsets of X, the set of channels of the net-
work. Traffic in the ring can flow over all channels in N . A ring has at least
one injection channel. Valid entry points (targets of injection channels) are
merges or GuardQueues.

Figure 3.4: An example network with two rings.

Consider the example in Figure 3.4, it contains two rings:
Ring 1: ({red}, {a, b, c, d}, {i}, ∅) (no output for red → deadlock!)
Ring 2: ({blue}, {a, e, f, c, d}, {i}, {h})

Note that not all channels leading into the ring are considered as inputs
in every ring. Only channels that contain the ring colour are considered in-
puts to the ring. The same argument holds for outputs. This is why ring 1
does not contain channel f as injection channel, and ring 2 does not consider
channel b an injection channel.
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3.2.3 Ring detection

To detect rings in a MaDL network a depth-first colour propagation is per-
formed starting from each possible input component in the ring. Each pos-
sible ring input is either a merge or a GuardQueue. Propagation is done by
taking each individual colour on the output channel of the starting merge
or GuardQueue and following its flow through the network. If the starting
point of the propagation is encountered a second time with the same colour
this indicates a ring was found. If a flow reaches a sink the propagation
halts. Any channels leading into the ring at merges or GuardQueues are
added to the inputs of the current ring being propagated if they carry the
colour of the ring. When encountering a load balancer or a fork the propa-
gation splits into multiple rings: one for each output of the load balancer or
fork. All other component outputs are added as outputs to the ring. The
pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Ring detection

function Propagate(in, col, ring, I, O)
If col = ∅ return ∅
If in ∈ ring return ∅

if in = chan0 ∧ col ⊆ col0 then
return {(col, in : ring, I,O)}

else
c← target(in)
newRing ← in : ring
I− ← inputs(c) \ in
O∗ ← outputs(c)
case c of

Queue → return Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I,O)
Function → return Propagate(out(c), φ(col), newRing, I, O)
Merge → return Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I ∪ I−, O)
Switch → return

⋃
o∈O∗

Propagate(o, col ∩ colour(o), newRing, I, O)

Join → if in is main input
then return Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I,O)
else return ∅

LoadBalancer→ return
⋃

o∈O∗
Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I,O∪ (O∗ \o))

Fork → return
⋃

o∈O∗
Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I,O)

GuardQueue → return Propagate(out(c), col, newRing, I ∪ I−, O)
Sink → return ∅

end if
end function

rings←
⋃

i∈inputs(N )

⋃
c∈colour(i)

Propagate(out(i), {c}, [], ∅, ∅)
with global chan0 = i, col0 = c

The union of the sets of rings found for each entry point is the set of all
rings found in the network.

Lemma 3.2.1. Data of colour d flowing through a component of a ring with
colour d must have entered over one of the ring’s entry points.

Proof. In the ring detection algorithm every channel at an entry component
(merge or guardqueue) is inspected. If this channel carries traffic of the
same colour as the ring, this channel is added to the ring’s inputs. The
theorem is proved by contradiction: Assume there is a data element of the
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ring colour travelling on one of the ring channels that came in over a channel
that is not in the ring’s input set. This means there has to exist an input
channel leading into the ring containing the ring colour that is not added
to the inputs. This is a direct contradiction to the ring definition, thus the
theorem is true by contradiction.

3.2.4 Coloured rings

Implementation of the algorithm as described in Section 3.2.3 will detect
rings with one-element colour sets in the network. The found rings however
are too specific to be helpful for invariant generation for networks. For
example, take a 2-router network as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Overlapping rings with different colours.

The network in Figure 3.5 has two rings, one blue and one red:

({red}, {R0 .a,R0 .c,R0 .d ,R0 .e,R0 .f ,R1 .a,R1 .b,R1 .e,R1 .f }, {R1.ig}, {R0.g})
({blue}, {R0 .a,R0 .b,R0 .e,R0 .f ,R1 .a,R1 .c,R1 .d ,R1 .e,R1 .f }, {R0.ig}, {R1.g})

Invariants generated for these rings would be useless, since they would only
describe the behaviour of one colour. Consider the ring has a total capacity
of 6 data elements. The invariants these two detected rings would generate
are ’There are never more than 5 red data elements in the ring’ and ’There
are never more than 5 blue data elements in the ring’. The ring contains
both red and blue data, so if you combine these two invariants, there can
never be more than 10 data elements in the ring. The capacity of the ring
is only 6, so this invariant does not limit the system’s state space at all.
One solution to this would be to loosen the definition of what a ring is
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and modify the ring detection such that the ring detection results in more
complex rings. The other solution – which was implemented – is to com-
bine multiple base rings to create a larger ring that covers more colours, as
explained in the next section.

3.2.5 Ring combinations

When all queues in a ring overlap with all queues in a second ring these
two rings can be combined into a larger ring. This combination is done
by taking the union of every component of the two rings. The result of a
combination of R1 = (D1, N1, I1, O1) and R2 = (D2, N2, I2, O2) is R3 =
(D1 ∪D2, N1 ∪N2, I1 ∪ I2, O1 ∪O2).

Combined rings can again be combined with smaller rings to create even
larger rings. This process is repeated until any valid combination of two
rings does not yield a new ring.

Once all possible ring combinations are made, the combinations are filtered
such that only useful rings are left, as defined by Lemma 3.2.2. A ring is
considered ’useful’ if the possible data colours in every data holder (queue
or GuardQueue) in the ring is a subset of the ring’s colour. If this property
is satisfied the ring can be considered useful, and describes the behaviour of
all traffic in the ring. This property is proved in Lemma 3.2.2.

Let us take another look at the rings found in Figure 3.5. Both rings have
exactly the same 4 queues, therefore they can be combined. Combining the
two rings that were found previously results in a larger ring, namely:

({red}, {R0 .a,R0 .b,R0 .c,R0 .d ,R0 .e,R0 .f ,R1 .a,R1 .b,R1 .c,R1 .d ,R1 .e,R1 .f },
{R0.ig, R1.ig}, {R0.g, R1.g})

Lemma 3.2.2. If the set of colours Dc of every component c in ring R is
a subset of the set of colours of the ring, DR – formally ∀c∈RDc ⊆ DR –
then the ring describes all possible data elements in the ring. If this property
holds, the ring is considered ’useful’.

Proof. Assume a ring R for which holds that ∀c∈RDc ⊆ DR. We prove
the ring considers all possible data elements in the ring by contradiction.
Assume there is a data element in the ring (in one of its components) that is
not considered by the ring. The data colour of this element must not be in
DR. This is a direct contradiction to our initial assumption, therefore the
theorem must be true.

3.2.6 Ring invariants

Once MaDL understands the notion of rings, invariants can be generated
based on the ring entry points. Let s(c) : C → N denote the function that
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returns the size of a component c. This size signifies the total number of
data elements component c can hold. Define s as follows:

s(c) =


capacity(c) if c is Queue

capacity(c) if c is GuardQueue

0 otherwise

(3.1)

Define s(R) as the total size of all components in ring R, so s(R) =
∑
c∈R

s(c).

Let `(x) : X → N denote the function that defines the injection limit channel
x imposes on a ring. It is defined as follows:

`(x) =

{
s(q) if x is channel ig of a GuardQueue q

0 otherwise
(3.2)

The invariant that can be generated for each ring states that the number of
data elements in ring R is at most s(R)−min

i∈I
`(i). This expresses there can

never be more data elements in the element than its total capacity minus
the smallest limiting factor on an injecting component.

Intuitively this invariant is found by imagining a full ring and subtracting
the least amount of packets so the injection is possible. For injection over a
merge this means there should be one space free for the packet to transfer
to, for an injection over a GuardQueue this means the transfer destination
plus the buffer of the injecting GuardQueue should be empty.

Going back to the example from Figure 3.5 again, there are now 3 rings,
a ring with the colour red, a ring with the colour blue, and one combined
ring. The rings containing only a single colour are not considered ’useful’
since they do not satisfy the property of Theorem 3.2.2. The combined ring
is useful however, since it does satisfy the property of the theorem. Assum-
ing both GuardQueues have size k, we know for both inputs `(i) = k. This
leads to the invariant that the total number of packets in this ring is at most
s(R)−min

i∈I
`(i) = s(R)− k. Assuming k > 0, this invariant states the ring

can never be totally full.

The validity of these invariants is proved by first proving that the invariant
holds after inserting data over one entry point in Lemma 3.2.3, and then
by proving it also holds when inserting data over any number of inputs in
Theorem 3.2.1.

Lemma 3.2.3. After injecting a data element into a ring over input i, the
number of data elements in the ring is at most s(R)− `(i).
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Proof. The number of data elements in a ring is at most the total capacity
of the ring, s(R). When injecting a packet there must be a free position for
the packet in the ring, so there must be at most s(R)− 1 data elements in
the ring. Only Merges or GuardQueues can insert data into the ring.
Case 1: i is not the ig channel of a GuardQueue. There are at most
s(R) − 1 elements in the ring before injecting a packet, there are at most
s(R) − 1 + 1 = s(R) elements in the ring after injecting one element. In
this case, by definition `(i) = 0. Therefore after inserting there are at most
s(R) = s(R)− 0 = s(R)− `(i) elements in the ring.
Case 2: i is the ig channel of some GuardQueue q. Because of the GuardQueue
definition there are at most s(R)−s(q)−1 elements in the ring before inject-
ing. This constraint follows from the GuardQueue requirement stating its
internal buffer is empty when injecting, adding the s(q) clause, and requiring
an open space for the data element (o.trdy), adding the −1 clause. These
two open spaces in the network cannot overlap, since a GuardQueue cannot
inject and receive data on the same cycle. This means that after inserting
1 data element, there are at most s(R)− s(q)− 1 + 1 elements in the ring.
From the definition of ` we find that in this case `(i) = s(q). Therefore,
after inserting there are at most s(R)− `(i) elements in the ring.

Theorem 3.2.1:
After injecting a data element into a ring R over any of its inputs in I, the
total number of data elements in the ring is at most s(R)−min

i∈I
`(i).

Proof. By contradiction: Assume after an insertion there are more than
s(R) −min

i∈I
`(i) elements in the ring. Because of Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma

3.2.3 this would mean that an input i∗ ∈ I exists such that `(i∗) < min
i∈I

`(i).

Since i∗ is in I, this is a contradiction with the definition of minimum.
Therefore the theorem holds.

3.3 Livelocks

3.3.1 Problem description

In the background chapter the notion of livelock was introduced as the
scenario where data elements can continuously move around in the network,
but can never escape it. This could mean data is lost in the network, not
only violating any delivery guarantees, but also decreasing the number of
free positions in the network and thus decreasing performance. This means
it is important to be aware of situations in which livelocks can occur. The
notion of livelock is actually very similar to that of rings. For a data element
to travel a finite network for an infinite amount of time, it has to pass over
part of the network repeatedly. This coincides with the definition of rings,
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thus livelocks can be detected using a similar mechanic to ring detection as
explained in the next section.

3.3.2 Livelock detection

Livelocks are detected using flow propagation from the sources to sinks in the
network. Colours are propagated depth-first through the network. When
a flow reaches a sink the search stops for that flow. The nodes that are
searched are not just network components, but component-colour pairs. A
flow passing through a component multiple times only indicates a cycle if
it can pass through the component as the same colour it did before. If the
search finds a node in the network that is already in the current search path,
this indicates a cycle. This cycle indicates that data elements can travel in
a cyclic path in that part of the network. This means a livelock is possible
in the network. The pseudo-code can be found in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Livelock detection

function HasLivelock(in, colour, seen)
If col = ∅ return false

if (in, colour) ∈ seen then
return true

else
c← target(in)
seen′ ← (in, colour) : seen
O∗ ← outputs(c)
case c of

Queue → return HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)
Function → return HasLivelock(out(c), φ(colour), seen′)
Merge → return HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)
Switch → return

∨
o∈O∗

Propagate(o, colour ∩ colour(o), seen′)

Join → if in is main input
then return HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)
else return false

LoadBalancer → return
∨

o∈O∗
HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)

Fork → return
∨

o∈O∗
HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)

GuardQueue → return HasLivelock(out(c), colour, seen′)
Sink → false

end if
end function

networkHasLivelock ←
∨

i∈sources(N )

∨
c∈colour(i)

HasLivelock(out(i), c, ∅)

In practice these livelocks are found when non-deterministic routing is used.
This can occur in networks that have mechanisms such as ’if this channel is
busy, go somewhere else and try again later’, like the rings studied in this
thesis.

3.3.3 Relation to deadlock and starvation

The presence of a livelock in the system does not imply the presence of
deadlocks in the system. One data element could travel the network indefi-
nitely while all other data is delivered successfully. Reversely, presence of a
deadlock does not imply presence of a livelock in the system. Consider the
system with just a source, queue and a dead (blocked) queue. This obviously
has a deadlock, but no livelock.
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Starvation scenarios are also not related to deadlocks or livelocks. Star-
vation scenarios are not possible in regular MaDL due to the fairness of all
components. Since arbiters of components are considered fair and thus will
eventually give every channel a turn, starvation is not possible. Unfortu-
nately, the new GuardQueue primitive is not fair due to the extra require-
ments for arbiter selection. Since the arbiter requires the internal buffer to
be empty, it can not guarantee it will eventually selects ig since the buffer is
not guaranteed to eventually be empty. This means starvation scenarios are
possible at runtime. Even if there are no deadlock or livelock situations, it is
possible for one source to send so many data elements over a GuardQueue’s
buffer that it is never empty. Alternatively this could be a number of sources
that work together to never let a GuardQueue buffer empty out. In this case
the injection channel of that GuardQueue would permanently be blocked.
Starvation scenarios can currently not be detected by MaDL, therefore we
are forced to assume these situations do not occur in our models.

3.4 Scalability

In the context of formal verification, the term scalability refers to the ability
of a verification method to deal with models of increasing size. Since many
verification methods have to deal with exponentially growing numbers of
execution paths or state spaces, scalability is an important issue. The ad-
vantage of the verification MaDL employs versus state-space exploration as
done in nuXmv is the fact it can abstract away any runtime state transitions
and execution paths, and solely focusses on finding a deadlocked state. As
stated before, the drawback of this method is the fact that if the SMT trans-
lation is not specific enough, this might find unreachable deadlocks. In this
case state-space exploration is still required to verify if the deadlocked state
is reachable or not. The other drawback is that from just the deadlocked
state it is not possible to see how the system reached this state (because the
SMT solver does not care).

Since MaDL can output its models in both SMT and nuXmv format, a
comparison can be made between the performance of these two approaches.
For this comparison it only makes sense to compare the performance while
proving a model deadlock free. If a deadlock is found in the SMT problem,
nuXmv will still have to check its reachability so both are required. One
method can only substitute the other when proving something deadlock free.

The performance comparison was done using a deadlock free version of the
networks used in the TornadoNoC case study. Since this is an analysis of
performance, the simplest version of that network was used containing none
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of the extensions, just using default MaDL. Multiple network layouts of dif-
ferent sizes are considered and analysed either using MaDL and SMT only,
or only nuXmv without invariants MaDL would usually add. The system
used uses a 64-bit Intel i7 processor with 2.5GHz clock speed. The system
has 8 GB RAM and the operating system is Windows 10 Enterprise. The
nuXmv verification was done using the IC3 engine. The results can be found
in Table 3.1.

Layout #Components Invariants MaDL nuXmv

2× 1 74 20 1.2s 0.3s
2× 2 148 20 2.7s 0.9s
4× 2 296 28 5.5s 3.1s
4× 4 592 40 15.3s 16.6s
4× 8 1184 64 125s 166s
8× 8 2368 168 489s 516s

Table 3.1: Verification time comparison between SMT and only nuXmv

The table shows the time required to prove a network deadlock free for MaDL
and only nuXmv. The required times for both methods are comparable.
This is most likely due to the fact that the nuXmv IC3 engine uses SMT
solving techniques just like MaDL does. When checking reachability and
not just existence of a deadlock, nuXmv is much slower. As stated before
however, it does not make sense to compare that situation with pure MaDL
since reachability checking requires both MaDL and nuXmv. The MaDL
column in the table represents a combination of multiple steps that end in
SMT solving. A breakdown of the required time for the different sub-steps
is given in Table 3.2. The results of both tables are visualized in Figure 3.6.

Layout Reading + Checking Livelocks Rings Invariants Full queues SMT

2× 1 0.01s 0s 0.001s 0.0005s 0.7s 0.09s
2× 2 0.02s 0s 0.001s 0.0005s 1.4s 0.2s
4× 2 0.04s 0.02s 0.007s 0.05s 2.9s 0.4s
4× 4 0.08s 0.02s 0.05s 2.0s 10.4s 2.6s
4× 8 0.3s 0.2s 1.2s 83.2s 20.8s 19.0s
8× 8 0.8s 1.3s 10.5s 347s 47.2s 81.0s

Table 3.2: Running time of individual MaDL steps.

The different columns in Table 3.2 represent the following steps:

Reading + Checking – Reading and checking validity of the network.
Livelocks – Detection of possible livelocks in the network.
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Rings – Detection of rings and generation of ring invariants.
Invariants – Network invariant generation from the transfer properties of
individual components [5].
Full queues – Detection of queues that are never full.
SMT – Deadlock detection using the z3 SMT solver [6].

The results in Table 3.2 show that while both MaDL and nuXmv use SMT
solving, the SMT solving step in MaDL only accounts for a fraction of the
total verification time. MaDL generates invariants in networks using Gauss
elimination, and then uses these invariants to speed up its SMT solving. As
visible in the results, the reduction in SMT solving time is compensated by
the extra time required to find these invariants in the first place. Improving
the time required to calculate these invariants would significantly improve
overall verification time required.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of execution times required for various networks.
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Chapter 4

TornadoNoC case study

TornadoNoC [10] is a network architecture proposed by the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology, the University of Cyprus and the Daegu University of
South Korea. The main aim of this architecture is to produce networks
that are both scalable and power-efficient. It introduces a scalable network
architecture, a novel spillover mechanism to improve network performance
and claims deadlock freedom. This case study attempts to explicitly model
the semantics of the TornadoNoC network in MaDL to attempt to verify
network characteristics.

First, the translation of TornadoNoC to MaDL models is explained, fol-
lowed by the results of analysing these models. Finally, the results are
discussed and related back to the original TornadoNoC architecture.

4.1 MaDL Translation

The TornadoNoC architecture can be viewed at three levels, from lowest to
highest: ring stops, routers and top-level grids. Ring stops are the smallest
building block. Router consists of four ring stops (one for each direction
the traffic can travel in the grid) and one inter-ring switch. A top-level
TornadoNoC network is a rectangular grid of connected routers. Packets
are routed to their destination using XY-routing [7].

4.1.1 Ring stops

The first components to be modelled are the ring stops. The ring stop
described by the original TornadoNoC paper looks as follows:
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Figure 4.1: The ring stop as presented in the TornadoNoC paper.

The demultiplexer contains the routing logic for the system, deciding
if incoming packets should continue travelling on the same ring, or if they
should be ejected. Ejection occurs when packets have reached their desti-
nation, or they have to switch from a horizontal ring to a vertical ring. The
multiplexer for the output simply allows traffic to be injected into the ring.
Modelling this using the MaDL building blocks results in the following ring
stop description:

Figure 4.2: The TornadoNoC ring stop translated to MaDL.

The demultiplexer plus control signal is modelled as a switch in MaDL,
it makes the same decision as the demultiplexer in the network description.
It decides if the packet leaves the ring (ejects) or if it continues travelling
in its current direction. The buffers are the same, and the multiplexer
is modelled by a MaDL merge. The merge’s arbiter takes on the role of
the multiplexers control signal. This layout is a one-to-one mapping from
Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.2. Therefore this MaDL ring stop accurately models
the layout of the TornadoNoC ring stop at a hardware level.

4.1.2 Spillover mechanic

Instead of temporarily blocking traffic when the ejection queue is full, the
TornadoNoC ring stop instead ’spills’ traffic to the ring buffer. The spilled
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traffic then travels a full lap around the ring, eventually reaching the same
router and ejecting. The packet sequencing mechanism used by TornadoNoC
prevents traffic from spilling over more than once. MaDL’s switches only
route packets based on their data, not on the availability of its output chan-
nels. This means a switch alone cannot sufficiently model the spillover me-
chanic. To model this unavailability, a load balancer is added after the
switch. This load balancer non-deterministically ’spills’ ejecting packets
back to the ring buffer. Since a load balancer non-deterministically chooses
the output it sends to, this behaviour models every possible combination
of choices, including any possible blocking sequences during execution. The
network diagram can be found in Figure 4.3. Since the load balancer is fair
and will always eventually try to exit the ring, its state space includes the
behaviour for the spillover mechanism. Therefore if the spillover mechanism
contains a deadlock, then the load balancer will also have this deadlock, and
the deadlock will be detected by MaDL. If the MaDL model does not have
a deadlock, that implies the TornadoNoC spillover mechanic also does not
have a deadlock.

4.1.3 Injection constraints

Figure 4.3: The extended ring stop model.

TornadoNoC enforces the following constraint on the injection of data into
a ring (they refer to data elements as ’flits’): ’a new flit can only be in-
jected when there is no flit in the local ring buffer’. It is impossible to
model this in ’default’ MaDL, due to the injection channel requiring in-
formation (queue occupation) of a component it is not directly connected
to. The GuardQueue primitive was introduced in Section 3.1 to model this
behaviour. The GuardQueue primitive consists of two inputs, an internal
buffer and internal merge. Its ib input leads to the internal buffer, and its ig
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leads directly to the internal merge with the output of the internal buffer.
The arbiter of this primitive will only let traffic through on ig if the internal
buffer is empty, thus ensuring the injection constraint.

4.1.4 Routers

Figure 4.4: The MaDL model for a TornadoNoC router.

To model an entire TornadoNoC architecture in MaDL we also need a router
model. This model is compositionally built using the previously described
ring stop model, just as proposed in the TornadoNoC paper. The Inter-Ring
Interface (IRI) serves the same purpose both in TornadoNoC and MaDL,
it receives packets ejected from the horizontal (west or east) ring stops and
buffers them. It then decides if the ejected packets were ejected because
they reached their destination or if they should travel on the vertical ring.
If the packets are at their destination they are sent to a sink representing the
network interface. If they should travel on the vertical ring they are sent to
one of the two vertical ring stops (north or south). A switch decides which
of the two directions will take the packet to its destination faster. Packets
ejected from the vertical ring stops are guaranteed to be at their destination
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because of the XY-routing protocol, they are simply sunk indicating they
are delivered to the network interface. Since only one packet can be inserted
into a router each cycle in the TornadoNoC architecture, this injection is
modelled using a single source per router that can inject packets for any
destination in the network, except the current router. This packet is led
first through a switch choosing if it should be injected on the horizontal or
vertical ring, and then a switch determining which of the two directions the
packet should travel in. The four outputs of these switches (one for each
direction) are then connected to the injection ports of the corresponding
ring stops.

4.1.5 System-level model

Figure 4.5: A 16-router TornadoNoC MaDL model.

Once MaDL models are available for individual routers, these can simply be
composed into a top-level system specification by connecting their incoming
and outgoing ports. This case study looks at rectangular grids with dimen-
sions 2 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 2 and 4 × 4. The layout of the 4 × 4 grid last grid
is shown in Figure 4.5, the other grids are just smaller versions of the same
layout.
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Figure 4.6: The extended ring stop model that enforces limited spill by
manipulating the spilled flag on packets p.

4.1.6 Sequence numbering mechanism

The model as described so far implements the spill-over mechanism, but
allows packets to spill infinitely often. This architecture is complete enough
to be analysed. The actual TornadoNoC architecture does not allow this
spill to occur infinitely often for the same packet. This is implemented in
the MaDL model by giving each packet a one-bit flag that indicates if the
packet has been spilled or not. The model can be found in Figure 4.6. An
additional switch ensures spilled packets cannot be spilled a second time.
This ensures data elements can travel a ring at most one additional time.
The results section will discuss both versions of the model.

4.2 Result

Both the network where spilling is only allowed once, and the network with
unbounded spills are verified. Their results are presented separately.

4.2.1 Infinite spillover

The verification results of the infinite spillover networks can be found in
Table 4.1. The number of rings listed is not the total number of rings found,
only the number of ’useful’ rings left after combining and filtering based on
the queue colours. The found rings are exactly the rings one would expect
to find in these networks. Figure 4.7 visualises the rings found in the 2× 2
and 4× 2 networks.
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Layout #Components Rings Deadlock Livelock Verification time

2× 1 98 1 No Yes 1.4s
2× 2 196 4 No Yes 2.8s
4× 2 392 6 No Yes 8.0s
4× 4 784 8 No Yes 59.7s

Table 4.1: Verification results of the model with infinite spillover.

Figure 4.7: The rings found in the 2× 2 and 4× 2 networks.

The rings generate invariants that allow the networks to be proven deadlock
free. Without invariants deadlocks will be found in the 4 × 2 and 4 × 4
networks. The reason smaller networks can be proven deadlock-free is that
in these cases every packet blocking a switch will try to eject. If rings only
consists of two routers, all packets arriving at one of the routers should
either to be consumed or travel in a different dimension. Therefore packets
can always eventually eject at some point in the ring. Deadlocks appear
when there are packets that are specifically routed not to eject. For this to
happen a ring with at least three routers is required.

Since no deadlocks are found for this version of the architecture, the
verification times listed are the running time of MaDL plus the required
SMT solving, no nuXmv was required.

4.2.2 Limited spillover

Layout #Components Rings Deadlock Livelock MaDL + SMT time nuXmv time

2× 1 128 0 No No 1.3s -
2× 2 276 0 No No 2.2s -
4× 2 552 0 Yes No 5.2s 50.2s
4× 4 1104 0 Unknown No 19.4s Time-out (1h+)

Table 4.2: Verification results of the model with limited spillover.

The verification results of the network with limited spillover can be found
in Table 4.2. Once MaDL and SMT find a deadlock, it is required to run
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nuXmv to verify if this deadlock is reachable. This process is extremely
slow, illustrating the reason we prefer generation of extra ring invariants
that SMT can use as opposed to state-space exploration. The nuXmv times
reported are using the BDD engine. When verifying the network where the
number of times data can spill is limited no useful rings can be found. This
is due to the fact that the current ring definition considers flows of individual
data colours. When restricting the number of times a packet can spill, this
requires a field on the packet to indicate if – or how many times – it has
spilled. This means that after a lap around the ring the colour of the packet
will be different, thus propagation continues. Eventually the flow will be
forced to travel to the sink without getting the option to ever return to a
place it has already been. The difference is visualised in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: A ring from the infinite spill network versus a curl form the
bounded spill network.

Instead of forming a ring, this flow looks more like a ’curl’ where the
start and end never meet. Without the ring invariants supplied by the ring
detection algorithm, the standard ’all queues are full’ deadlock is found. This
does not hold for the systems where all dimensions are 2 or less, because
packets will always be waiting in front of their destinations, thus there is
always a possibility of a packet being able to leave the system to allow the
others to move again.

Manually adding the ring invariants to all considered networks does allow
them to be proven deadlock free like the infinitely spilling variation.

4.3 Discussion

The first thing worth noting is that the TornadoNoC paper solely relies on
natural language to describe its functioning. While translating this descrip-
tion into a mathematical representation of the network, there is quite some
room open for interpretation. One example of this would be the injection
constraints they impose on their rings. For example, a statement such as
’Packets are only injected if this specific buffer is empty’ does not describe
where this decision is made, or how this information travels from that buffer
to that location. Therefore we would firstly like to advocate for mathe-
matical descriptions of the different mechanics that are part of architecture
proposals in general. That being said, this thesis tried to model the Tor-
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nadoNoC network as closely possible to what is described in the paper and
the perceived intentions of the TornadoNoC authors.

4.3.1 Inflation mechanism

This case study does not consider the inflation method proposed in the
TornadoNoC paper. This would be complicated to model since buffers in
MaDL have a constant size and the inflation mechanic dynamically changes
buffer size. This mechanic serves to address protocol-level deadlocks and
starvation. These two things are currently not considered by MaDL anyway,
thus ignoring this mechanic should not invalidate the other analysis of the
network.

4.3.2 Deadlock & Injection constraints

As shown in the results section, the considered networks can be proven dead-
lock free using the GuardQueue primitive and ring invariants. One impor-
tant thing to note is that the GuardQueue used does not exactly implement
the logic described in the TornadoNoC paper. Regular TornadoNoC states
’a new flit can only be injected when there is no flit in the local ring buffer’.
This is modelled by the GuardQueue ensuring its buffer (which models the
local ring buffer) is empty before injecting a packet. However, the MaDL
GuardQueue also requires the output channel to be trdy while injecting,
ensuring that once deciding to inject, the packet to be injected cannot be
blocked. This second requirement is not mentioned in the TornadoNoC pa-
per. Without this constraint there is a possible deadlock in the system as
discussed in Section 3.1.2. This indicates that a deadlock is possible in the
network as described in the TornadoNoC paper. Adding the trdy require-
ment on the GuardQueue output removes this deadlock situation.
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Chapter 5

LIGERO case study

LIGERO [1] is a router/network architecture proposed by researchers at
the University of Cantabria. It takes inspiration from the rotary router
to produce a router configuration that has reduced buffering requirements,
an optimized pipeline under contentionless conditions, an efficient deadlock
avoidance mechanism and in-order delivery guarantees. It aims to offer these
features while also having low implementation cost, low latency and good
resource utilisation. The network utilizes routers in which packets can circle
around until they find a profitable and available exit. Routers in a network
are not laid out in a grid but form a torus, effectively halving the maximum
number of hops between routers to reach any destination.

This case study models LIGERO architecture using MaDL and to verify
its deadlock freedom. First, the translation to MaDL is discussed. Next,
several variations of this system are analysed. The final section discusses
the results of analysis.

5.1 MaDL Translation

5.1.1 Routers

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic layout of a LIGERO router. The router is
built using so-called Basic Building Blocks (also abbreviated BBB), which
are also referred to as ring stops (RS). Each BBB has a loop input, a di-
rectional input and an injection input. The outputs of a Basic Building
Block are the loop output, its directional output and a consumption output.
Each LIGERO router consists of 4 BBBs, one for each direction. These
four BBBs are connected to each other by a circular path, referred to as
the loop. Packets entering the network through the network interface of
a router are injected into one of its four BBBs depending on the desired
destination of the packet. Packets that should be consumed by the current
router are ejected from the BBB over its consumption output. Traffic that
travels between routers will leave a BBB over its directional output (OUT
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in Figure 5.1). The internal loop allows packets to circle around a router,
visiting the outputs in every direction. The packet will exit the router at
the first available exit that brings it closer to its destination.

Figure 5.1: MaDL implementation of the LIGERO router.

To model the router in MaDL we consider the Basic Building Blocks to be
macros for now, whose exact implementation will be discussed later. Each
router consists of a very simple network with just ring stops and an injection
and consumption path. The schematic MaDL model for this can be found
in Figure 5.1. The consumption channels are simply merged and sent to a
sink. Injected packets are sent to one of the ring stops that bring it closer to
its destination by a switch. There always exists at least one such ring stop,
if there are multiple a load balancer decides where to route the packet.

A top-level LIGERO network consists of a grid of inter-connected routers.
Each router is only connected to its neighbouring routers. Routers on the
edge of the network are directly connected to the routers on the opposing
side of the network, creating a torus network. These networks can be in the
form of any n×m grid, Figure 5.2 gives an example of a 3×3, 9-router grid.
Routers can be configured to have their internal loop travel in clockwise
(CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) direction past the different outputs, so
in the order NESW (clockwise) or NWSE (counter-clockwise). The top-
level network is usually a grid of both CW and CCW routers, laid out in a
checkerboard pattern.
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Figure 5.2: A LIGERO network with 9 routers.

5.1.2 Basic Building Blocks

The Basic Building Blocks, in the LIGERO routers are the most complex
components of this network. These ring stops contain almost all the routing
logic in the network. In the original LIGERO paper these blocks are given
schematically as seen in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: A ring stop as described in the LIGERO paper.

Three stages can be identified in the Basic Building Block: the reception
stage, ejection stage and DFIFO buffer. The DFIFO is simply a buffer queue
that can hold packets for any destination except the current router. The
reception stage deals with incoming traffic and contains the routing logic to
decide if packets should be consumed, bypass the router or if they should
be injected into the DFIFO buffer. Packets are consumed if the current
router is their destination. If continuing in the ring stop direction brings
packets closer to their destination, they can bypass the DFIFO buffer and go
straight to the ejection stage. If the ejection stage is not available the packet
will instead be inserted into the DFIFO anyway. The ejection stage simply
merges packets that are being injected with traffic coming over the bypass
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or from the DFIFO. Traffic on the directional output will leave the current
router and move to its neighbour. Traffic leaving over the loop channel will
circle around in the current router until it finds a ring stop that can eject it.

The injection stage is modelled in MaDL using two switches. The first
switch decides if a packet should be consumed and will eject it if that is the
case, otherwise the second switch will decide if bypassing in this direction is
useful for the packet. If it is, the packet will be sent to a load balancer that
models the situation where the ejection stage is busy. If the load balancer
decides the packet cannot use the bypass, this channel is merged with the
non-bypassed traffic from the switch to be inserted into the DFIFO.

The DFIFO is modelled by a GuardQueue and a regular queue. To in-
sert into the DFIFO, the traffic has to be inserted into the injection port
of a GuardQueue of size 2. Since injecting into a GuardQueue requires its
internal buffer to be empty, this GuardQueue plus regular queue combina-
tion models the requirement of at least 2 open spaces in the DFIFO when
inserting a new packet into it. The output side of the DFIFO is another
switch that decides the direction to output to, if the current direction is
useful, packets will be ejected into the current direction, otherwise it will be
sent along the internal router loop to try a different direction. Similar to
the injection stage, if ejection is not currently possible (as modelled with a
load balancer), the packet will continue travelling over the loop.

The ejection stage is modelled by a GuardQueue where the bypass chan-
nel is the injection input. This models the requirement that the ejection
buffer must be empty for packets to bypass. The output of this GuardQueue
is simply merged with the injection channel. The output of this merge trav-
els to the neighbouring router.
The final MaDL implementation of the basic building block can be found in
Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: The MaDL translation of a LIGERO basic building block.
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5.1.3 Escape routing

Figure 5.5: The extended router that counts the number of cycles a packet
p has done in the loop.

LIGERO routers employ a special mechanism that ensures livelock free-
dom: after a packet has looped around the same router a number of times,
it is forced to eject via the ’escape routing path’. This path is a configurable
loop that visits every single router in the network. Once a packet is flagged
as ’must-escape’, it will no longer follow regular routing, but simply follow
the escape path through all routers until its destination router is found. To
model this in our MaDL implementation, each packet is assigned a field that
denotes the number of times it has travelled around a loop. Each router loop
contains a function that simply adds one to the number of loops each time
a packet flows through it, as shown in Figure 5.5. Once a packet has more
than some predefined number of loops it will be considered as ’escaping’ and
will take the defined escape path. This path consists of an extra switch for
each router that will force packets to eject if it is marked ’must-escape’ and
the router is part of the configured escape path.

5.1.4 LIGERO spillover

The LIGERO router proposal uses a form of spillover similar to TornadoNoC.
If a preferred exit (i.e. an exit that would bring a packet closer to its desti-
nation) is currently not available, the exiting packet will just continue in the
router’s ring until it passes an exit it wants to take that is available. The
main difference with TornadoNoC is that the ring is contained inside one
router instead of spanning network-wide between multiple routers. Another
similarity is that these packets are not allowed to simply circle the ring in-
definitely. LIGERO takes a more general approach than TornadoNoC and
allows packets to complete a configurable number of laps over the network
before forcing it to leave the ring. This is modelled by adding a single
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Figure 5.6: The extended ring stop that forces a packet to the OUT channel
if this BBB is the escape channel and the packet has crossed the maximum
spill threshold.

function primitive to the router model that increments the number of laps
that packet has done in the ring, shown in Figure 5.6. Once the configured
threshold is reached, the packet will be marked ’must-escape’ and will follow
the escape routing path. Similar to TornadoNoC, two versions of the net-
work are considered, one where packets are allowed to infinitely circle rings
and one where the threshold is enforced.

5.2 Result

The results of the network version where packets can spill infinitely often
and the version where the threshold is enforced are presented separately.
Networks of various sizes are examined, namely those that can be arranged
in a 2× 1, 2× 2, 3× 3 and 4× 4 torus.

5.2.1 Infinite spillover

MaDL verification was done on several different networks with an infinite
number of allowed spills. The results are listed in Table 5.1.

Layout #Components Rings Deadlock Livelock Verification time

2× 1 184 0 No No 0.9s
2× 2 368 4 No Yes 2.3s
3× 3 828 9 No Yes 7.2s
4× 4 1472 16 No Yes 146.4s

Table 5.1: Verification results of the model with infinite spillover.

Ring detection is able to find the rings inside each router in all networks. The
2× 1 network has 2 routers, but no rings are listed. This is because router
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0 will only inject traffic for router 1, and router 1 will only inject traffic for
router 0. Upon arriving in the neighbour router this data is immediately
consumed. This means no data ever reaches the inner rings, hence ring
detection cannot find this part of the network.

In all networks except the 2 × 1 layout a livelock can be found where
packets can travel a ring infinitely because they spill infinitely often. In the
2 × 1 network all injected packets will immediately arrive at their location
to be consumed, and in LIGERO packets that should be consumed can not
spill over.

5.2.2 Limited spillover

The results of verification of networks with a limited number of spills or
cycles in the ring are listed in Table 5.2.

Layout #Components Rings Deadlock Livelock MaDL + SMT time nuXmv time

2× 1 228 0 No No 1.1s -
2× 2 456 0 Unknown No 2.6s Time-out (1h+)
3× 3 1026 0 Unknown No 27.8s Time-out (1h+)
4× 4 1824 0 Unknown No 1212s Time-out (1h+)

Table 5.2: Verification results of the model with limited spillover.

Verification of the limited-spilling network indicates there could be deadlocks
in the network. Unfortunately, nuXmv times out while trying to check if
these deadlocks are reachable. Therefore it is unknown if these deadlocks
are actually reachable. The BDD engine used by nuXmv suffers from the
exploding state space of these still reasonably simple networks. Unlike the
TornadoNoC network where the deadlock disappears after manually adding
ring invariants, in the LIGERO network the deadlocked state persists. The
state found is the situation where the escape routing path is completely
filled up. The LIGERO paper claims that keeping N + 1 holes open in the
network will prevent this deadlock. Manually adding this invariant still does
not solve the deadlock however.

5.3 Discussion

Similar to the TornadoNoC paper, the specification of the LIGERO network
is also not completely unambiguous. It is unclear how and where the logic
for DFIFO ejection is implemented. In the MaDL model this is explicitly
modelled with a switch after the DFIFO buffer.

Furthermore, spillover is modelled with a load balancer, which does not
exactly capture the behaviour that is described. Although this might cause
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runtime behaviour to be slightly different, it will not not cause any deadlocks
to be missed.

The LIGERO network requires N + 1 (N is the number of routers)
holes to be available in the network at all times. Ring invariants can en-
sure x ∗ N holes in the network by setting all GuardQueue capacities to
x. GuardQueues of size 2 would therefore ensure 2N holes in the network.
Enforcing a network-wide invariant on the number of packets is currently
impossible in MaDL, but in this case is not needed due to the ring invariant.

The LIGERO paper mentions that the existence of these N +1 ’lifesaver
holes’ in the network allows traffic in the escape path to always keep moving.
This statement seems strange and would not solve the deadlock MaDL finds.
Imagine a situation where only the escape path buffers are full and blocked,
and all other queues empty. The escape path does not visit all queues in
each router, therefore it could be possible these other queues are still empty,
satisfying N + 1 holes while the network is deadlocked.

It is not entirely clear if the deadlock found in the MaDL model translates
to the actual LIGERO system due to the global invariants LIGERO imposes
on the network. It does however show the power of formal analysis using
MaDL. The model was able to correctly identify where deadlocks can occur
if not specifically prevented.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

Ring networks seem to commonly use the spilling mechanic to improve their
performance. This is modelled in MaDL using load balancers that non-
deterministically choose an available output. This is not entirely accurate
to the way spilling works since it is possible a load balancer selects the ’spill’
direction even though the preferred channel is available and in the actual
network no spill would occur. This is not a problem for liveness analysis since
the non-deterministic version models the over-approximation of all possible
load balancer behaviours. This means that if the original spill mechanism
contains a deadlock, the model with load balancer will still be able to find it,
plus potentially some extra deadlocks that might not be possible in the orig-
inal model. Simulation of this model would however not accurately reflect
actual performance of the system due to the lack of priority. For example,
the load balancer could non-deterministically decide to spill the packet sev-
eral times even though the preferred output is available. This would add
one or more unnecessary laps around the ring to the latency of the packet.

Both case studies rely heavily on the GuardQueue primitive to model the
system properties. This primitive is however not directly described in either
of the architecture proposals. The GuardQueue implementation in MaDL
is a direct result of the requirement to model ’only inject if there is space’
requirements. The definition of the current version of the primitive is there-
fore not a direct implementation of any proposal, but rather a best guess
about how to implement these types of requirements.

Finally, it is good to repeat that the models made in the case studies are a
best-effort implementation of the ideas as described in the proposals. With-
out a formal description of the components and logic in the networks, the
actual implementation is open to interpretation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion & Future work

7.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, a new GuardQueue primitive and the notion of rings were
added to MaDL. These extensions are a step towards verification of the ar-
chitectures considered in the case studies, but are not able to fully capture
their behaviour yet. The case studies revealed a need for more unambigu-
ous description methods when proposing network architectures, as simply
describing a network in natural language inadvertently leaves room for in-
terpretation.

Detection for livelocks was added which can find areas of networks where
livelocks could possibly (but not guaranteed) occur. If no possible livelock
situations are found, that does ensure livelock freedom of the model.

In the TornadoNoC case study a deadlock was found, caused by the im-
plementation of their constraints. The TornadoNoC paper does not men-
tion the requirement of a place being available in the injection destination.
Without this requirement, MaDL finds a possible deadlock in the network.
Adding the extra requirement to the GuardQueue does result in a deadlock
free model, provided ring invariants can be found. The current implementa-
tion of the ring detection algorithm is only able to find the required rings in
the version of the network without sequence numbering mechanism. Man-
ually adding the ring invariants to the network version with the sequencing
mechanic does allow it to be proved deadlock free.

The LIGERO model also contains a deadlock, which cannot be solved by
adding ring invariants. Due to the complexity of the LIGERO specifica-
tion it is harder to ensure the MaDL model is an accurate description of
the described network. The found deadlock involves a situation where the
escape-routing path in the network is completely full and cannot move. This
does not violate the invariant ensuring the existence of a certain number of
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holes in the network if other parts of the routers are empty.

To conclude, the extensions to MaDL are useful to increase the range of
networks that can be modelled. These additions preserve the scalable perfor-
mance MaDL is able to achieve in comparison to other verification methods.
While these extensions are a step forward in the expressiveness of MaDL,
there is still room for improvement.

7.2 Future work

7.2.1 Rings and curls

The most obvious follow-up to this thesis is to try to extend the current
theory of rings to also include ’curls’ where one flow travels over the same
part of a network multiple times. This would allow automatic ring invariant
generation for both TornadoNoC and Ligero, even with the spill restrictions.
Currently these flows are not considered rings since they never match up to
their start. They do however flow over the same circular path in the network
multiple times.

7.2.2 Starvation

The terms deadlock, livelock and starvation are considered separate for
MaDL; starvation is even ignored completely. This distinction is useful to
decompose the liveness question into several simpler problems. The down-
side however is that in reality these concepts are not entirely separated. A
starvation scenario where a ring buffer is never empty will essentially cause
a deadlock for example: the injection channel will never be able to send
data. Looking at the relation between these concepts, in particular starva-
tion could improve the overall usefulness of the MaDL language.

7.2.3 Scalability

Scalability becomes a big issue when trying to model larger systems. Even
though MaDL scales considerably better than most analysis methods, it
still struggles to scale to network sizes mentioned in literature. For exam-
ple, going from a 3 × 3 to a 4 × 4 LIGERO grid (9 vs. 16 routers, a 77%
increase) increases the verification time from 27 seconds to roughly 20 min-
utes. TornadoNoC mentions a 8× 8 network used for verification, which is
a 300% increase in size. At that point the exponential scaling of verification
time would become a real issue. Therefore one avenue for future work is to
increase the scalability of MaDL. This problem could be approached from
a variety of angles. As discussed in Section 3.4, the largest bottleneck in
MaDL verification is the invariant generation step. If this process can be
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improved, the overall scalability of MaDL would benefit greatly. Another
potentially interesting but seemingly much more difficult method would be
to formulate an argument that can ensure deadlock of larger networks from
the fact that smaller versions of the same network are deadlock free.
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